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1. (a) What is safety analytics? What types of data do fuel safety analytics? (3)
(b) Explain four safety truths. Consider a safety inspection program called 'visit and
observation', where a group of 3 to 5 inspectors or experienced workers visit a workplace
on a random time of a day. Create a data collection template for the 'visit and
observation' program. (2+3)
(c) What is accident/incident investigation? Develop a process flow chart for incident
investigation. Create a data collection template for incident investigation. (2+5+3)
(d) A SME is interested to adopt safety management system to get information on the
following: (2)

a. Percentage of employees suffering injuries in a month
b. Mandays lost per injury

Identify appropriate random variables for the above with justification.

2. (a) Let x is a binary variable representing an injury event when x = 1, and 0, otherwise.
The variable x follows Bernoulli distribution with parameter u. Using MLE show that for

. N b . 1 ~a data set WIth 0 servation, JL = - ~ Xi .
n i=l

(b) Consider x as defined in 2 (a) and let N observations were collected, out of which m
represents the number of injury events. Further assume that the parameter Il apriori
follows beta distribution with parameters a and b. Given these information, develop the
posterior distribution of the parameter Il and also compute its mean and variance. (7)

(3)

(c) A company, having a good incident investigation scheme, forecasted that there will be
55% near-miss incidents with a standard error of 5% in his company in any particular
month. Rest 45% incidents will be injury events. In January 2016, the company
experienced 500 incidents, out of which 300 are near-miss. Find out the posterior
distribution of the incidents falling under near-miss. Also show graphical representation
& interpret the result. (10)
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3. (a) Let x is a multinomial variable with probability distribution p( xl,u) = ITA~

k=l
T

where ~ = (J1 ,f.1.2' .. ·,uk) , f.1.k~ 0 and L f.1.k= I . If D represents a data set of N

independent observations xi' x2' •• ,XN' and the parameter vector f.J follows Dirichlet
distribution with parameter vector a, then show that

where mi'm2, •••mk correspond to the number of observations for x"X2,,,,Xk in the
data set, D. (7)

(b) Define prospective design for injury data analysis. For prospective design, derive estimates of
A A

logeOR) and variance of logeOR) where OR stands for odds ratio. Also obtain (1 - a) 100%
/\

confidence interval for logeOR) . (1+2+2+2)

(c) In coal mines, face-workers group is exposed to the highest level of risk of injury. A
prospective study was conducted to answer the question: Does face-workers group differ in safety
performance as compared to the others. The data is given below.

/\ /\ /\

Compute OR, logeOR), and 95% CI of logeOR), and interpret the result. (6)

----- END -----
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